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Abstract  

Parabolic Trough Collector (PTC) power plants collect the sun’s energy as heat. The heat 

can be stored and used to produce electrical energy or process heat. PTCs are the widest 

spread Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) technology. Elementary components in PTC power 

plants are Rotation and Expansion Performing Assemblies (REPAs). These REPAs serve to 

establish a connection between the expanding and rotating Heat Collection Element (HCE) 

and the rigid tubing system. Since REPAs are elements that are subjected to high stress 

levels a test rig is built, allowing investigation on durability and REPA failure. The task to 

perform realistic durability tests in an accelerated manner, leads to special requirements on 

the motions executed by the test rig. The present bachelor thesis describes the development 

of the motion control system for the REPA test rig. To provide a better understanding of the 

context a brief overview of CSP, PTC and REPA technologies is given. Subsequently, know-

ing the requirements, the design of the test rig is presented. In the main part of the thesis the 

arrangement of the motion control, its integration in the Supervisory Control and Data Acqui-

sition (SCADA) system, as well as the chosen hardware is discussed. Further on, the pro-

grammed functions and the specifications of the motion control system are described. The 

development process led to a system enabling the test rig to reproduce a translational mo-

tion in a 45° range and a rotational motion between -120° and +90°. Whereby these motions 

are produced using cylinders, which are controlled by a hydraulic unit. To control the speed 

of the motion and enable the execution of 0.25° steps in the rotation axis a Variable Speed 

Drive (VFD) and a servo motor with servo controller are driving two separated hydraulic 

pumps. The motion functions, implemented on a SIMATIC S7-300 Programmable Logic 

Controller (PLC), enable the above described motions as well as a positioning at position set 

points. The correct function of the developed system is not yet verified. A discussion of the 

influence of the PLC cycle time and a comparison with an existing PTC system is carried 

out. Ultimately a summary of the motion control parameters and specifications are given.  
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Terminology and abbreviations 

The following terminology and units are used throughout this report: 

Abbreviations 
µP Microprocessor 

ABS Absolute 
ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter 

AI Analog Input 
AO Analog Output 
BJA Ball Joint Assemblies 
CA Critical Angle 

CAD Computer-Aided Design 
CIEMAT Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y Tecnológicas 

CPU Central Processing Unit 
CSP Concentrated Solar Power 
DAC Digital-to-Analog Converter 
DB Data Block 
DI Digital Input 

DIFF Differential 
DNI Direct Normal Irradiation 
DLR German Aerospace Center / 

Deutsche Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e. V. 
DO Digital Output 

ERR Error 
ESD Emergency Shut Down 
FC Function 

FFPROM Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory 
GUI Graphical User Interface 
HCE Heat Collecting Element 
HL High Limit 
HMI Human machine interface 
HTF Heat Transfer Fluid 
LAN Local-Area Network 
LD Ladder Diagram 
LL Low Limit 

LSB Least Significant Bit 
LV LabView 

OPC Open Platform Communications 
OS Operating System 
PC Personal Computer 
PLC Programmable Logic Controller 
POS Position 
PRE Pressure 
PTC Parabolic Trough Collector 
RAM Random Access Memory 
REPA Rotation and Expansion Performing Assembly 
RFHA Rotary Flex Hose Assemblies 

ROT/rot Rotation 
RTD Resistance Temperature Detector 

RTOS Real-time operating system 
SP Set Point 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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STL Statement List 
SW Switch 
T Temperature 

TRA/tra Translation 
UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply 
VFD Variable-frequency Drive 

  

  

Symbols:  

 Rotation angle phi 

 Translation angle theta 

R Resolution 

 Change / difference 

 Maximum change of the rotation angle  within one program cycle 

 Angular velocity  

u Tolerance 

T Cycle time 
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1 Introduction 

Due to increasing energy demands and climate change, alternatives to conventional fossil 

energy sources are needed. 

Carbon dioxide emissions can be reduce by further enlargement of renewables and re-

placement of fossil energy sources, which is necessary to slow down the climate change. 

[IPCC] [1] 

The usage of solar energy has an especially high potential in areas of high sun irradiation 

and can significantly contribute to electrical power supply [2]. 

A major advantage of solar thermal power plants, compared to most other options of renew-

able power generation, is the possibility to store thermal energy and therefore to supply dis-

patch capacities. 

Most of such thermal power plants use concentrated solar power (CSP) technology. Due to 

the concentration process these technologies have their best potential in areas with a high 

direct solar irradiation [2]. Figure 1 shows the average worldwide DNI. 

 

Figure 1: Average worldwide annual and daily DNI on a horizontal plane [3] 

1.1 Concentrated solar power  

Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plants collect the sun’s energy as heat, store that heat if 

needed, and finally transport it to a power block in which the heat is transformed to electricity 

by a steam or a gas turbine. 

To increase temperature and efficiency, CSP technology uses large mirrors to concentrate 

sunlight onto a small receiver (solar towers or solar parabolic dishes) or onto long receiver 

pipes (linear Fresnel collectors or parabolic troughs). 

 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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1.2 Parabolic trough 

The parabolic trough collectors (PTCs) are the widest spread commercial CSP technology at 

the moment. The fundamental elements of parabolic trough collectors are parabolic shaped 

mirrors and an absorber tube, also called Heat Collecting Element (HCE), where the HCE is 

located in the focal point of the reflectors. 

For most commercial applications, the longitudinal axis of the structure follows a north south 

orientation. In order to follow the sun´s movement, a one axis tracking system, moving in 

east-west direction is used. This constellation leads usually to a higher annual average. 

Nevertheless, for investigation purpose or for locations of higher latitude, an east west 

alignment of the structure in combination with a south –north or even a two axis tacking sys-

tem might be more suitable. The schematic drawing in Figure 2 demonstrates the principle of 

a parabolic trough collector system. 

 

Figure 2: Scheme of parabolic trough [4] 

A Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) is pumped through the absorber tube. Typically HTFs are ther-

mal oils which can be can be heated to temperatures of up to 400 °C (state of art, upcoming 

silicon oils allow temperatures of up to 450 °C). At a heat exchanger, the heat is transferred 

to either a Thermal Energy Storage (TES), water or steam. The steam drives a generator to 

produce electricity or can be used as process energy. Figure 3 shows a photo of four “Euro 

Trough” solar collector elements at the PSA [5]. 

 

 

Figure 3: “EuroTrough“ solar collector elements [5] 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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1.2.1 Tracking methods 

Good sun tracking is essential to obtain high efficiency and can be achieved by the use of 

different methods and technologies. Generalizing, it can be said that there are two main 

methods: astronomical and optical tracking systems. The astronomical tracking is an open 

loop system based on exact location- and alignment data of the PTC. By astronomical data 

the position of the sun at each time is known. With the help of algorithms the needed collec-

tor orientation, to obtain an optimum focus at the HCE, can be determined. Finally the PTC 

is moved to the position via a motion control system consisting of a hydraulic drive and a 

position sensor. In contrast, optical tracking systems use sun sensors to measure the differ-

ence between the actual position and the optimal position to center the HCE within the fo-

cus. Such a sun sensor is shown in Figure 4. The optimum orientation is achieved by a 

closed loop control. Even though using a sun sensor, it would not be necessary to know the 

current position of the collector to achieve an optimum orientation the position value is still 

needed to guarantee the function of the hydraulic drive. Hence, inclinometers (as shown in 

appendix 14.13) are commonly used for commercial PTC applications. Furthermore there 

are tracking systems that use a combination of both, astronomical and optical tracking sys-

tems. [6] 

 

 

Figure 4: Sun sensor on PTC [7] 

1.2.2 Solar field design 

The series connection of multiple Solar Collector Elements (SCE) forms a Solar Collector 

Assembly (SCA) as it can be seen in Figure 5. The pylons serve to support the axes. 

 

 

Figure 5: Scheme of solar collector assembly [8] 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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In commercial parabolic trough power plants, multiple serially connected SCAs form a collec-

tor loop. Figure 6 shows a schematic illustration of a collector loop and its connection to the 

so-called header piping. 

 

Figure 6: Scheme of collector loop [8] 

 

 

Figure 7: Noor 1 PTC power plant in Morocco [9] 

Figure 7 shows several parabolic troughs at the Noor 1 PTC power plant in Morocco’s Ouar-

zazate province. The plant was connected to the Grid in February 2016 [10]. 

 

Except of the heat source, the principal function of a PTC power plant is similar to conven-

tional power plants. By the use of molten salt, heat can be stored at high temperatures. This 

allows a full-time operation of the power plant, both in times of low radiation and during the 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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night. Heat storage also allows adjusting the electric power generation and outputting ac-

cording to an order, also called “dispatchability”. This leads to a major benefit of PTC power 

plants with TES, making them an interesting technology on the renewable energy market. 

Figure 8 shows the three PTC power plants Andasol 1-3, situated in the province of Grana-

da, Spain. Each of the power plants disposes of an electrical power of 50 MW and thermal 

energy storage [11]. 

 

Figure 8: Arial view of Andasol 1-3 PTC power plants [12] 

A more detailed view on concentrated solar power technology and parabolic through power 

plants is given in “Chapter 2 – Fundamentals” of the preceded Master thesis “Design of a 

Test Rig and its Testing Methods for Rotation and Expansion Performing Assemblies in Par-

abolic Trough Collector Power Plants” by Andreas Plumpe [8]. 

 

1.3 REPAs 

In order to focus the reflected and concentrated sunlight on the absorber tube the parabolic 

reflectors must move, therefore usually a one-axes tracking system is used. In common ap-

plications the collector axis of rotation is not aligned with the focal line, accompanying the 

linear, thermal expansion of the heat collecting element has to be compensated. In order to 

establish a connection between the rotating and expanding HCE and the rigid tubing system, 

so-called Rotation and Expansion Performing Assemblies (REPAs) are used.  

 

Nowadays there are two competing technologies, so-called Ball Joint Assemblies (BJAs) 

and Rotary Flex Hose Assemblies (RFHAs). As well as BJAs, RFHAs are insulated to re-

duce heat losses. 

 

A ball joint assembly consists of three ball joints which compensate for both, rotation and 

expansion of the solar collector assembly. A ball joint assembly without its insulation can be 

seen in Figure 9. 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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Figure 9: Ball joint assembly (without thermal insulation) 

Rotary flex hose assemblies compensate the main part of the rotary motion by the use of a 

swivel joint. The so-called torque sword serves to establish a connection between the rota-

tion axis of the SCA and the swivel joint. A corrugated metal hose provides the additionally 

needed flexibility to compensate the thermal expansion. Figure 10 shows such an RFHA. 

 

 

Figure 10: Rotary flex hose assembly 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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1.4 Motivation for a REPA test rig 

In a typical solar field with exemplary 120 Collector-loops, 960 REPAs are installed. The 

investment sum of this flexible joint assemblies amounts to about one million Euros. [13] 

REPAs are exposed to high pressures and temperatures, repeated motion, mechanical 

stress and concentrated sunlight and therefore being highly stressed elements.  

A failure of these assemblies leads not only to cost-intensive shot down of the entire affected 

PTC loop but can also, depending on the used HTF, lead to dangerous situations such as 

fire and discharge of harmful substances. 

A reliable long-term function of these devices is essential for a safe and failure-free opera-

tion of the power plant. With the present described test rig, investigations on endurance, life 

expectancy and failure mechanisms will be executed. 

 

1.5 Plataforma Solar de Almería and German Aerospace Center 

The “Plataforma Solar de Almería” is a solar energy investigation center owned and operat-

ed by CIEMAT (Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y Tecnológicas). 

It was found in the early 1980s and is located in the desert of Tabernas in the Spanish prov-

ince of Almeria. Solar thermal power components are tested under real exposure conditions 

on an area of over 100 hectares. [14] 

The DLR Institute of Solar Research, played a major role in the construction of the PSA in 

the early 80s and has been making use of the facility ever since. A permanent delegation of 

scientists, engineers and several students conduct solar technology testing and develop-

ment work for the DLR. Figure 11 displays an aerial view of the PSA. 

 

 

Figure 11: Aerial view of PSA [14] 

The present thesis was written at the qualification department of the Institute of Solar Re-

search, member of the German Aerospace Center (DLR).  

The qualification department develops measurement techniques which can be used to study 

and evaluate the key elements of CSP technologies. Hence investigations on individual 

components and collector systems, their interplay in the system of a power plant, the mete-

orological conditions and their impact on the system are executed. Furthermore the depart-

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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ment evaluates the system performance of collectors and solar fields and develops guide-

lines and standards for testing procedures and quality criteria. 

With these measures, possible improvements can be identified and applied to achieve more 

efficient and cost-effective concentrated solar power technologies. 

 

The REPA project is executed in close collaboration with CIEMAT. Employees of both insti-

tutes are working hand in hand together from the design of the test rig to its commissioning 

and future test application of REPAs at the test rig. 

 

1.6 Demarcation 

1.6.1 State of previous work 

In the preceded Master thesis „Design of a Test Rig and its Testing Methods for Rotation 

and Expansion Performing Assemblies in Parabolic Trough Collector Power Plants” [8] “, 

inter alia, the requirements of a REPA test rig were determined and a design was developed. 

A concept for the power supply and electronic control was framed. This concept was repre-

sented in form of a circuit diagram and an electric cabinet arrangement. 

 

1.6.2 Present work 

This bachelor thesis was executed during a three months stay at PSA accompanied by a 

previous three months internship. 

Key activity of the present work is the development of the motion control of the externally 

designed kinematics unit. This includes the extensive revision of the initial electrical and 

electronical concept, the design of a SCADA system concept, the development of the PLC 

code as well as the integration and configuration of sensors and other control hardware. 

 

2 Description of the REPA test rig 

The purpose of the test rig is to enable an accelerated, yet realistic, durability test of two 

serial connected REPAs. Therefore it facilitates the accelerated reproduction of tempera-

tures, pressures, mass flows and mechanical movements through continuous tests accord-

ing to the cyclic stresses and strains occurring in a solar field.  

Therefore the kinematic movement of parabolic troughs, resulting in translation and rotation, 

is reproduced. Furthermore a HTF circuit generates operating temperatures – and pres-

sures.  

 

As well as tests with Rotary Flex Hose Assemblies (RFHAs) tests with Ball Joint Assemblies 

(BJAs) are possible. The tests may be conducted with different heat transfer fluids. Addition-

ally to the operating parameters, the mechanical load of the REPAs like breakaway torques 

are measured and recorded by installed dynamometers. The six channel dynamometer 

measures each torque and force in three dimensions. 

Further application conditions, as a malposition of the swivel joints, can be represented if 

needed. By this typical damage scenarios can be investigated. 

 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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2.1 Design of the test rig 

The test rig is subdivided into a kinematics unit and a HTF unit. These two units are con-

nected by the HTF flow- and return pipe but build within two different chambers, displayed in 

Figure 12 and Figure 13. 

To monitor and control the kinematics unit and the HTF unit a Supervisory Control 

and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system is introduced. The SCADA system is divided into var-

ious main areas, further described in chapter 9. 

 

 

Figure 12: CAD model of the REPA test rig (left: kinematics unit, right: HTF circuit) 

 

 

Figure 13: Picture of REPA test rig 

 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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2.2 HTF unit 

The HTF unit heats and circulates the heat transfer fluid through the kinematics unit piping at 

temperatures up to a maximum of 450° C, pressures up to maximum 40 bar and volume flow 

rates in the range from about 5 to 60 m3/h. 

Most common, state of art HTFs allow an operating temperature of 400°. New silicon based 

HTFs are currently tested. These silicon oils will allow an operating temperature of up to 450 

°C. The test rig is designed to operate with these new HTFs as well. So the influence on 

REPAS as well as the general behavior of state of the art and upcoming HTFs can be inves-

tigated realistically. 

 

2.3 Kinematic unit 

2.3.1 Brief overview of the kinematics unit 

The kinematics unit includes two REPAs orientated in the same direction and installed with 

the identical positioning. This allows for comparison of measurement results between both 

installed REPAs. The kinematics unit serves to reproduce the rotation- and expansion mo-

tion of the simulated collector in an accelerated sequence. Consequently the mechanical 

mountings and geometries can be adjusted. The kinematics unit core is an “Euro-Trough 

Drive pylon” with a modified hydraulic system moving two swiveling arms which serve to 

generate the rotational movement. The rotational movement is driven by two cylinders; the 

mechanical layout is presented in Appendix 14.5. To reproduce translational movement rep-

resenting thermal expansion, an additional assembly, driven by two hydraulic cylinders is 

mounted. The kinematics unit was designed by “IW Maschinenbau GmbH” after the re-

quirements presented by DLR. A more detailed view on the kinematics unit is given in [8]. 

Figure 14 illustrates the kinematics unit. 

 

Figure 14: Technical drawing of the kinematics unit 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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2.3.2 Motions and measurements of the kinematics unit 

The kinematics unit was designed to be able to move from 0° to + 45° in the translational 

axis and from -120° to +90° in the rotation axis, illustrated in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15: CAD model of kinematics Unit 

 

A magnetic scale sensor was chosen as the measurement system for the rotational position 

(sensor choice discussed in 8.3). A rotary encoder determines the translation position. 

For both, rotation- and translation movement, in sum four, additional end position sensors 

are installed. These limit switches are represented by a switch flag and an inductive sensor 

and prevent a motion exceeding the limits of the mechanical structure. The additional meas-

ure provides a redundancy, which is necessary to avoid damage on the kinematic structure 

in case of measurement failure. In chapter 8 further details, on the implementation and types 

of sensor, are given. 

 

2.4 Hydraulic unit 

The hydraulic unit drives the kinematics unit. It contains motors, pumps and valves actuating 

the hydraulic cylinders and therefore enables the kinematics unit to move. It consists of the 

hydraulic control unit and external elements. The most hydraulic parts covering control and 

hydraulic logic functions are summarized by the hydraulic control unit. The hydraulic unit was 

designed externally by Weber Hydraulik, LOG Hydraulik GmbH. in Figure 16 a photo of the 

hydraulic unit is presented. 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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Figure 16: Hydraulic control unit 

The core elements of the hydraulic unit are the following: 

Rotation: 

 Servo motor (M1, driven by servo controller 6SC1) driving gear pump (ELI2-D-7,0-T0-

D-N) 

 4/3-control valves 

o Y1 & Y2 actuating cylinder rot.east 

o Y3 & Y4 actuating cylinder rot.west 

Translation: 

 Induction motor (M2, driven by VFD 7FC1) driving gear pump (ELI2-D-7,0-T0-D-N) 

 4/3-control valves  

o Y5 & Y6 actuating cylinders tran.south and tran.north 

 

Furthermore, additional elements such as a cooling system, relief valves, load retaining 

valve blocks, load holding valves as well as pressure, temperature and oil level monitoring 

sensors ensure the correct function of the unit. Since flexible hydraulic hoses interact as a 

low pass-filter, their use is avoided. Instead stiff tubes are installed to connect the hydraulic 

control unit with the cylinders. The use of flexible tubes is reduced to a minimum and only 

inserted where they are implicit needed.  

A hydraulic diagram is shown under Appendix 14.2 Hydraulic unit circuit diagram. 

The core elements of the hydraulic unit are shown in the simplified schematically sketch of 

the hydraulic unit Figure 17. 

 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/DLR_Logo.svg
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Figure 17: Simplified schematically sketch of the hydraulic unit 

 

3 SCADA system 

The term Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) stands for a computer system 
monitoring and controlling a technical process. It serves to monitor and control the test rig. 
Figure 18 displays a sketch of the SCADA system with a focus on its components. On the 
highest levels stands the Graphical User Interface (GUI) implemented by the software Lab-
VIEW running on a computer. LabVIEW also serves as a platform to gather data coming 
from the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and additional filed devices such as the dy-
namometer or the monitoring cameras. The Open Platform Communications -server (OPC-
server) serves as an interface between the PLC and LabVIEW. As OPC- server the software 
KEPserverEX of the manufacturer Kepware will be used. Most field devices, sensors and 
actuators, such as motors, valves, electrical equipment, position and temperature sensors, 
variable frequency drives and others are connected to the PLC via Input-/Output modules 
(I/O modules). 
The different components are explained in more details in the following chapters of the pre-
sent thesis. 

  

Figure 18: Sketch of SCADA system components 
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The SCADA system of the present test rig was divided into five main areas (observe system 
/ check status, operate HTF cycle, operate kinematics unit, data acquisition and human-
machine interface (HMI). It´s tasks where distributed across the corresponding areas, more-
over the responsibilities were assigned to the SCADA subsystems: LabVIEW (LV), PLC and 
OPC-server. 
By Figure 19 an overview of the SCADA main areas and it´s tasks is presented, the respon-
sible subsystems are noted within square brackets ([responsible subsystem]). For the project 
this is documented in form of an outline with detailed descriptions. An extract of this outline 
for the operate kinematics area and the motion control task is given in chapter 10.1.1. 
 

 

Figure 19: Overview of SCADA main areas and tasks 

 

3.1 LabVIEW 

At the PSA LabVIEW is the preferred design platform for data acquisition, instrument control, 
and automation tasks. One of the benefits of LabVIEW is the graphical programing which 
allows also users without a programming background a rather fast and intuitive access to 
generate a program. Another advantage of LabVIEW is the wider support for interfaces to 
different devices, not only from the manufacturer National Instruments but also from third 
party providers. Furthermore there exist large libraries for data acquisition, signal generation, 
mathematics, statistics, signal conditioning, analysis and graphical interfaces which make 
LabVIEW a suitable tool for many tasks.  
As well knowledge and licenses are present, what makes LabVIEW as a first choice for the 
development of a SCADA system. 
LabVIEW is running on an operating system which in this case will be Windows. And here is 
also the weak spot of a SCADA system based on LabVIEW. The LabVIEW program can 
only be as stable as the system on which the portal is running on. In general, an operating 
system (OS) is responsible for managing the hardware resources of a computer and hosting 
applications that run on the computer. Common operating systems (OS) offer cost efficient 
access to high performance hardware and are excellent platforms for non-critical measure-
ment and control systems. Such operating systems are designed for a broad range of appli-
cations and a comfortable handling. However, common operating systems are not optimized 
for tasks which require precise timing, strict prioritized or extensive long term operations. To 
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give an example: A common OS is designed to execute various processes at the same time 
(multitasking) this is an indispensable feature for a wide range of user applications and pro-
vides the opportunity to run different programs and processes in parallel. A down side on this 
is that a program with a rather low priority can hog the processer power and therefore slow 
down or even block the execution of a different process with a higher priority. In addition, 
many common OSs are not designed for static long term operations and therefore occasion-
al system crashes are accepted in favor to other aspects. [15] 
 

3.2 Real-time operating system 

A real-time operating system (RTOS) is designed for high-reliability, deterministic perfor-
mance and a suitable tool for critical applications. This can be especially important in meas-
urement and automation systems where downtime is costly or a program delay could cause 
a safety hazard. To be considered "real-time", an operating system must have a known max-
imum time for each of the critical operations that it performs. [15] 
 

3.3 PLC 

Various real-time systems are available on the market. So, National Instruments offers real-
time systems which are LabVIEW compatible. 
A more traditional real-time system is a so-called PLC where PLC stands for “Programmable 
Logic Controller”.  
PLCs where developed in the seventies to replace hard wired relays and timers controlling 
industrial plants. They are automation controllers and a typical application for real-time sys-
tems (also see 11.5). The very basic standard components of a PLC are: a micro processer 
(µP), memory to store the program and parameters, several in- and outputs for sensors and 
actuators, often a HMI and an interface for communication. Figure 20 represents the sche-
matical hardware structure of a PLC with power supply, CPU with components such as an 
integrated fieldbus, and various analog and digital in- and outputs (AI, DI, AO, DO). PLCs 
are universally applicable and often module based, so they can be suited adequately to the 
corresponding task. PLCs have been widely adopted as high-reliability automation control-
lers suitable for harsh environments. These features made them a wide spread mass prod-
uct.  

 

Figure 20: Sketch of a PLC structure [16] 
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3.4 Automation devices 

Besides PLCs, process control systems, motion control systems, microcontroller and PCs 
are commonly used automation devices. Process control systems are mainly used in pro-
cess engineering and often consist of multiple control systems, automation devices and in-
terfaces which are connected within a network. 
For motion control applications for factory automations special motion control-systems are 
used. These systems, with very fast cycle times, can control and synchronize variable mo-
tors and coordinate motions. 
Microcontrollers are often used for smaller applications. They are cheap and have low power 
consumption. One of their main disadvantage is that they usually have only a few and mostly 
not standardized interfaces. This comes into effect for the integration of sensors and actua-
tors. 
For many applications PC are suitable automation devices where the control algorithm can 
be written in a high level language such as C or G (G is the language used by LabVIEW). 
[15] [16] 
 
Other interesting alternative to the above described so-called hard PLCs are slot- and soft-
PLCs. Slot-PLCs are plug-in-boards for PCs. By the use of a multi-ported RAM, PLC and PC 
can access the memory in parallel, what facilitates the data exchange. A soft-PLC is based 
entirely on software and uses the hardware of a common PC. The communication with field 
devices can be realized by plug-in-cards. The use of a PC enables access to a wider field of 
resources and technologies, a higher performance and cost efficient all-in-one-solutions 
(PLC+HMI). Using an industrial computer with a real-time operating system kernel, the re-
quirements on robustness and reliability can be achieved. [16] [17] 
 

3.5 Comparison LabVIEW versus PLC 

Historically LabVIEW had main advantages in data analysis and complex mathematical func-
tions. A PLC was a preferred choice for industrial applications where a stable and highly 
reliable system was needed. Due to PLCs with continuously increasing computing power 
and RTOS for LabVIEW applications (such as PACs programmable automation controllers) 
these boundaries become more and more blurred. [18] [19] 
 

3.6 Why a real-time system is needed? 

To control the REPA test rig a real-time system is needed for various reasons. Moreover, 
both the control of the HTF and the kinematics unit requires a real-time system. Since the 
HTF unit heats the HTF to high temperatures under high pressure, a malfunction can dam-
age the test rig. The same is true for the kinematics unit; a malfunction or crash of the sys-
tem could cause an uncontrolled motion and thus damage the mechanical structure or the 
cylinders. 
 

4 PLC 

4.1 Choice of PLC 

Due to the above described, it was decided to base the control of the test rig on a PLC. Next 
to its real-time ability the robustness and long-term stability of a PLC are important factors. 
The test rig is supposed to run continuously during test periods of three months. 
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In addition, for the HFT unit a closed-loop control will be applied. Common PLC languages 
provide pre-build functions for this purpose, which enables an easy and fast implementation. 
 
During the planning process, it was decided to use a SIMATIC S7-300 universal controller 
from the manufacturer Siemens. The S7-300 is a universal automation system which can be 
adapted to various kinds of applications, due to its modular concept [20]. The performance 
power of S7-300 series lies in the middle range of available PLC systems and various sys-
tems at the PSA were implemented with these models. Furthermore, by choosing a CPU 
form the S7-300 series, advantage of a small, onside stock of exiting S7-300 modules can 
be taken. 
 

4.2 PLC CPU 

The CPU 315-2 PN/DP was chosen, as demonstrated in Figure 21 it lies in the middle class 
of S7-300 CPUs. During the planning process it was assumed, that the CPU performance 
will be adequate to fulfill the requirements, which is not yet proven. By the integrated PRO-
FIBUS DP interface a PROFIBUS DP network can be built easily. Figure 21 illustrates the 
differences between the six performance classes of the S7-300 CPUs (firmware V3.x and 
higher). 

 

Figure 21: Overview of S7-300 CPU performance classes [20] 

“1) Connections stand for internal resources of the CPU […]. The standard bus communica-

tion […] do not require connections. […].” [20] 

 

4.3 PLC components 

The PLC S7-300 is a modular system. The CPU could be described to be the head of the 

system and determines the computing performance. To make the PLC suitable for different 

tasks, a wide variety of modules are available. The most common modules are different ana-

log and digital in- and outputs. In addition, there are technologies- and other function mod-

ules, such as counters or interfaces. To know which modules are needed a signal list was 

created. It contains all sensors and actors which interact with the PLC. Also it displays their 
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most important properties, like the type of signal they use, are listed. The signal list can be 

found in appendix 14.12 

 

For the test rig a total of about 130 PLC external signals were gathered. To leads to the fol-

lowing PLC configuration: Five analog inputs modules monitoring sensors like thermocou-

ples and RTDs or signals transmitted by an analog signal from a transducer. The two digital 

input modules receive mainly signals from auxiliary contacts or sensors detecting a binary 

status, like the limit switches. The two analog outputs are used to output set points for 

equipment such as the VFDs or electrical valves. By the digital outputs, binary valves and 

electrical equipment such as contactors and relays are controlled. Furthermore the enabling 

of power electronic elements such as VFD and servo controller is controlled via digital out-

puts. The FM 350-1 counter module is needed for the integration of the magnetic scale sen-

sor (see 8.3.1). The CPU 315 allows a maximum of 8 modules on one rack, to expand the 

PLC by a second rack the modules IM 360 and IM 361 are used. Figure 22 displays the PLC 

configuration with power supply, CPU, expansion interfaces, counter module and various 

digital and analog in- and outputs. 

 

 

Figure 22: PLC configuration 
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For the integration of the absolute rotary encoder a PROFIBUS-DP network was created, 

demonstrated in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: PROFIBUS DP network 

5 Electrical cabinets 

In order to provide the test rig components with electricity the so-called power cabinet was 

designed. It is responsible for the distribution of the electric energy and therefore contains 

equipment such as switches, contactors and protections. Furthermore some control equip-

ment with high power consumption, such as two variable frequency drives and a servo con-

troller are placed in the upper part of the power cabinet. Aside from the power cabinet the 

so-called control cabinet was designed, it contains mainly the equipment responsible for the 

PLC control including the connections for the field sensors, the 24 V power supply and the 

distribution of the uninterruptible power supply (UPS) voltage.  

The cables are distributed to the field by two separated cable trays. This separation is nec-

essary to avoid electromagnetic distortions of signals coming from the power cables. To get 

a clear overview across the electrical equipment and connections an electrical circuit dia-

gram was created, see appendix 14.14. In Figure 24 both cabinets next to each other and 

the cable trays are displayed. 
 

 

Figure 24: Electric cabinets 
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Figure 25: Power cabinet 

 

Figure 26: Control cabinet 

 

Figure 25 displays the power cabinet and Figure 26 the control cabinet. Next to the termi-

nals, the cable routing concept is presented. In order to avoid malfunctions of equipment 

through electromagnetic disturbances, power and signal cables are routed separately. 

Where a minimum distance of 20 cm between signal- and power cables can´t be complied, 

these are separated by a metal wall. 

 

6 Test rig motions 

6.1 Fundamentals and definitions of the test rig motions 

6.1.1 Definition of translation angle  

As mentioned in 2.3 during the planning process the test rig was specified to be able to 

move on the translational axis in a range of 45°. The position is described by the translation 

angle  . This angle is measured between the drive pylon arms and the plane perpendicular 

to the rotation axis. It is not yet known if the mechanical constructions and the drive ele-

ments (such as the cylinder) will permit this motion. At the current stage a theoretical possi-
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ble motion in the range of – 19° until + 28° is expected. Since the currently installed REPAs 

normally operate in a range of  = [-6°,17°] this motion would be sufficient. 

 

6.1.2 Definition of rotation angle  

The position in the rotation axis is described by the rotation angle . This angle is measured 

around the rotation axis, whereby the reference point ( = 0°) sits on a vertical line passing 

through the rotation axis. More specific, it is the angle inside a plane, perpendicular to the 

rotation axis, measured between the traverse and a vertical line seen from the rotation axis.  

The vertical position ( = 0°) is also called rest position. The lowest position ( = -120°) is 

called stow position and the highest position ( = 90°) is called end position. 

 

Since the mechanical constructions aren´t finished yet, it is not known if these limits will be 

achieved. However, the ranges described here are taken as a base for the development of 

the motion control system. 

 

6.2 Requirements on the test rig motion 

In order to design a suitable motion control, it needs to be clear which specifications have to 

be fulfilled by the control.  

The following requirements were derived or taken over from preceded investigations. Many 

are explained further, within this thesis, later on but listed here to provide an overview. 

 

6.2.1 Operational and environmental conditions 

 Continuous operation during test campaign with a one- to three-month period 

 Roofed, outdoor, desert like ambient, rain temporary possible 

 Environmental temperatures: -5 to 45 °C 

 

6.2.2 Requirements on the rotational drive 

 Separate actuation of two hydraulic cylinders 

 Maximum moving speed: about 10 mm/s 

 Measurement of the angle between -120° and +90° (range 210°) 

 Prevention of exceeding the maximum angles to avoid damaging the mechanical 

structure 

 Continuous and stepwise movement must be possible (step width down to ≤0.25°) 

 

6.2.3 Requirements on the translational drive 

 Simultaneous actuation of two parallel hydraulic cylinders 

 Maximum moving speed: about 30 mm/s 

 Adjustable speed 

 Measurement of the angles within a range of 45° 

 Prevention of exceeding the maximum angles to avoid damaging the mechanical 

structure 

 Continuous movement independent from rotational drive  
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6.3 Realization of test rig motions 

Whereas the realization of the translational motion is straight forward and can be executed 

by retracting or extending the both cylinders simultaneously, the realization of the rotational 

motion needs further considerations. 

 

6.3.1 Translational motion 

 

Figure 27: Drive pylon with highlighted 

translation cylinders 

 

As mentioned above the translational motion 

is executed through parallel motion of the 

two cylinders named tran.south and 

tran.north. The positioning of the valves (Y5 

& Y6) determines the direction of the move-

ment.  

 

 

Table 1 shows the valve positioning and re-

sulting movement of the translational cylin-

ders. If both valves are not activated the load 

retaining valves prevent a cylinder move-

ment. 

Whereby the pressure is built up by a hy-

draulic pump, driven by an induction motor 

(M2) – variable-frequency drive (VFD) com-

bination. The use of a VFD allows the regula-

tion of the speed with which the cylinders 

move and therefore the speed of the transla-

tional motion. The system was designed to 

cover an area of 45° by one stroke within 15 

s. Hence the resulting angular velocity of the 

translational motion is:  𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔 = 3°/𝑠 . Due 

to differences between the design and the 

manufactured structure the resulting parame-

ters may differ. This will be investigated fur-

ther during the building and commissioning 

process, carried out subsequently to this 

thesis. 

 

Figure 27 presents the drive pylon and the 

highlighted translation cylinders in the CAD 

model.  
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Table 1: Valve positioning translational motion 

Cylinders tran.south & tran.north 

Valve / tag Extend Retract 

Y5 / PY-CI-05-W 0 1 

Y6 / PY-CI-06-W 1 0 

 

6.3.2 Rotational motion 

In general, the rotational motion follows the same principles as the translational motion. But 

in order to generate a rotational motion the two cylinders must operate disparate to each 

other.  

 

 

Figure 28: Drive pylon base frame and 

lever 

The drive pylon consists of the base frame and 

head. The head is the upper part of the drive py-

lon and describes the unit of frame, lever and end 

plates. 

 

Figure 28 shows the drive pylon´s base frame 

and lever as well as the two rotation cylinders. 

The upper frame and the end plates are omitted 

in this presentation to put the focus on the parts 

generating the rotational motion (cylinders and 

lever). The black dashed lines show the cylinder 

alignment needed at the presented lever position. 

 

Technical drawings, figures and photos of the 

drive pylon are shown in appendix 14.5. 

 

One of the requirements of the rotational motion 

is to be able to execute steps ≤ 0.25°. To achieve 

such small increments a servo motor is used to 

drive the hydraulic pump. Since the hydraulic 

valves need about 100 to 150 ms to open or 

close, they will remain in their position and the 

motion will be realized by actuating the servo mo-

tor. A servo motor is used because of its high 

starting torque and easy control. 

 

 

Table 2 and Table 3 show the valve´s positions and corresponding motion directions of the 

titled cylinders rot.west and rot.east. 
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Table 2: Valve positioning cylinder rot.east 

Cylinder rot.east 

Valve / tag Extend Retract 

Y1 / PY-CI-01-W 0 1 

Y2 / PY-CI-02-W 1 0 

Table 3: Valve positioning cylinder rot.west 

Cylinder rot.west 

Valve / tag Extend Retract 

Y3 / PY-CI-03-W 0 1 

Y4 / PY-CI-04-W 1 0 

 

With data from the CAD model, the behavior of the drive-pylon was investigated. Therefore, 

a geometrical analysis with the help of the software “MATLAB” was performed. More pre-

cisely, the changes of length of both cylinders needed in order to create a rotational motion 

around the centered axis were determined. The change of cylinder length in dependence of 

the rotation angle phi is demonstrated in Figure 29 and Figure 30. 

 

 

Figure 29: Cylinder rot.east change of length over angle phi 
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Figure 30: Cylinder rot.west change of length over angle phi 

 

During the above mentioned analysis, the necessity of three areas of different cylinder 

movement combinations were observed. Furthermore, the critical angles (CA2 and CA3) 

which define the boundaries between these areas were evaluated. The following angles 

were found. 

Critical angles (CA) for cylinder movements: 

CA1: -120° end position negative 

CA2: ~ -52 ° change of cylinder “rot-east” (shortest point) 

CA3: ~ + 42° change of cylinder “rot-west” (shortest point) 

CA4: + 90° end position positive 

 

These findings yield to the areas and corresponding cylinder movement presented in Table 4 

Table 4: Areas of cylinder motion to create a rotational motion 

Area Angles 
 Positive movement Negative movement 

cylinder Rot.-east Rot.-west Rot.-east Rot.-west 

CA1 to CA2 -120° … -52°  Retract Retract Extend Extend 

CA2 to CA3 -52°… +42°  Extend Retract Retract Extend 

CA3 to CA4 +42°…+90°  Extend Extend Retract Retract 

 

Due to deviations from the real existing system to its model, the real critical angles are ex-

pected to differ from the calculated angles. The real angles must be found during the com-

missioning of the kinematic unit by experiments. (Therefore, a special “debug mode” ena-

bling independent manual cylinder motion is implied in the motion control program, see 

10.1.1)  
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7 Motion control system 

The previous described requirements and solutions led to the motion control system, sche-

matically described in Figure 31. In the following chapters the different elements, such as the 

position measurement (see 8) and the implemented functions (see 10), are described in 

more detail.  

 

 

Figure 31: Simplified schematic sketch of motion control system 

 

8 Position measurements 

As described under 2.3.2 the motions of the test-rig are monitored by various sensors. While 

the rotation angle  is measured using a magnetic scale position sensor, the translation an-

gle   is measured using an absolute rotary encoder. Additionally four limit switches are im-

plemented as a redundant measure to avoid a motion exceeding the mechanical limits. In 

Figure 32 the position of the different sensors is shown. It also provides a visualization of the 

sensors in form of a CAD model. 
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Figure 32: Position and visualization of motion control sensors in CAD model 

8.1 Limit switches 

As limit switches, inductive proximity switches from the manufacturer BALLUFF are used. A 

flag is mounted in a fixed position on the axis. Since the switches are declared as normally 

closed, they will switch from a high to a low status as soon as the distance between the flag 

and the sensor goes below a certain value. Figure 33 shows one of the two limit switches on 

the roational axis. 

 

Figure 33: One limit switch on rotation axis 
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The limit switches are connected to the PLC by digital inputs. To check the performance a 

function test of the limit switches was executed, the results are presented in Table 5. 

Table 5: Inductive limit switch function test 

 

8.2 Measurement of translation 

8.2.1 Choice of sensor 

The angle of the translational motion theta ( ) is measured by an absolute rotary encoder. 

During the process of configuring and testing the sensors it was noticed that the beforehand 

bought rotary encoder is a multi-turn encoder and not a single turn encoder as expected. 

The multi turn encoder had a maximum measurement range of 64 turns and therefore a 

coarse resolution. The encoder was meant to be connected to the PLC system via a 4-20 

mA signal and offered the opportunity to adjust the range of the DA-converter down to 2 

turns. But still the resolution of the measurement system resulted to be about 1° and there-

fore not suitable for the desired application. 

 

Figure 34: Absolute rotary encoder in CAD 

model 

 

Figure 35: Picture of absolute rotary encoder 

 

 

Inductive limit switch  

 

Manufacturer:  
Type:  

 
 
Balluff 
BES M12MI-POC40B-S04G 

Date:       October 05th 2016 

Sensor Tag Module Address 

Signal in relation to 
rated operating dis-

tance (4 mm) 
Status 

Within  Beyond 

rotation negative ZS-CI-01-W 14 DI 6.4 0 1 OK 

rotation positive ZS-CI-02-W 14 DI 6.5 0 1 OK 

translation negative ZS-CI-04-W 14 DI 6.6 0 1 OK 

translation positive ZS-CI-05-W 14 DI 6.7 0 1 OK 
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Due to the necessity of buying a new encoder, different encoder types and technologies 

were reviewed. The use of an analog 4 – 20 mA interface has the advantage of an easy im-

plementation in the existing PLC system but the disadvantage of additionally uncertainties 

through the conversion to an analog signal, the measurement uncertainty of the PLC analog 

input module and the analog-to-digital conversion. This fact led to an insufficient measure-

ment accuracy of the angle measurement system for the inspected analog rotary encoders. 

So, other technologies where considered and inspected under the aspects of measurement 

accuracy, cost and availability. Because of outer circumstances the encoder had to be 

bought and paid within a short time frame. The search led to a PROFIBUS rotary encoder. 

The disadvantage is that a PROFIBUS network needs to be implemented for this sensor but 

since the CPU has an integrated PROFIBUS -DP interface this inconvenience can be ac-

cepted considering the advantages. The main advantage of the chosen encoder, among its 

short term availability, is the resulting measurement accuracy. The encoder itself has a tol-

erance of 2 LSB with a 16 bit resolution which in our case results in a measurement accura-

cy of 0.011° (derivation in 14.7.2). Due to the use of a digital signal no further significant un-

certainties are caused by the signal transmission or conversion.  

 

8.2.2 Absolute rotary encoder function test 

To verify a correct integration and function of the absolute rotary encoder a brief function test 

was performed. The value was checked online at different angles whereby a triangle served 

as reference. The result is shown in Table 6: Rotary encoder function test 

 

Table 6: Rotary encoder function test 

Rotary encoder function test Value Status 

Date:  

      November 30th 2016 

 

Variable: 

     "ZQ-TRA-01-actual-angle" 

-170° OK 

-90° OK 

0 OK 

90° OK 

+170° OK 

 

8.3 Measurement of rotation 

The position of the traverse on the rotation axis is determined by measuring the rotation an-

gle. This angle  is measured by a system consisting of a “POSIMAG magnetic scale sen-

sor” of the manufacturer “ASM” and a “SIEMENS SIMATIC S7-300 FM350-1 Counter mod-

ule”. The “POSIMAG®” is a non-contact, high resolution magnetic position measuring sys-

tem. It consists of a magnetic measuring strip and a non-contact magnetoresistive scanning 

head. The magnetic measuring strip is periodically magnetized with magnetic north and 

south poles. To capture a position the magnetoresistive sensor head samples sinusoidal 

magnetic fields above the magnetic strip. The FM 350-1 counter module counts these sam-

ples. Since the distance between the magnetic south- and north poles is known, the number 

of counted steps represents the covered distance. Figure 36 visualizes the functional princi-

pal of the magnetic scale sensor. 
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The magnetic scale sensor is an incremental system. By these means only the covered dis-

tance is measured and the absolute position is unknown in the first place. In order to know 

the absolute position a reference point is needed. This point is implied by an additional mag-

netized area on the magnetic measuring strip. Every time the sensor passes this reference 

point the counter value is set to zero. The position of the reference mark is known and to-

gether with the known distance, the absolute position can be calculated.  

 

Figure 36: Visualization of magnetic scale functional principal 

 

8.3.1 Integration of the magnetic scale sensor 

The magnetic scale sensor can output values with a frequency of 20 kHz. The value of a 

normal digital PLC input is only scanned once per CPU cycle. The CPU cycle time can vary 

but can’t be faster than 1 ms (1 kHz) and is expected to be in the range of several ten to 

hundred milliseconds (equivalent to a frequency with a three to two digits Hertz value). For 

this purpose S7 CPUs which are designed for motion control task come with integrated “fast 

digital inputs”. The present CPU 315-2 PN/DP does not offer such fast inputs. Hence an ad-

ditional counter module is needed to integrate the magnetic scale sensor. The counter mod-

ule FM 350-1 was chosen for this purpose. In order to be able to read out the counter value, 

a memory address must be assigned and a data interface must be created. Furthermore it is 

necessary to initialize the counter parameters. Such parameters are for example enable up 

and down counting directions or zero loading at 0-mark passing. This is executed after each 

complete restart within OB100. The communication between CPU and counter module is 

implemented by the use of the function COUNTER MODULE CONTROL (CNT_CTL1). The 

conversation from counter steps into degrees is done by a multiplication. To be able to com-

pensate an offset resulting from a deviation of the zero mark position and the real zero angle 

position an offset variable “ZU-ROT-03-offset” is introduced. 

 

8.3.2 Retain counter value 

The sensor itself has no memory and in case of a power loss neither the relative nor the ab-

solute position is known. For this reason the value is stored within the PLC CPU retain 

memory. Due to the experience of the instrumentation department, for drive pylon applica-

tions it is sufficient to save the position value at least 8 to 16 times per second, depending on 

the dynamic of the system.  
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In case of a power failure that cannot be compensated by the buffers a restart of the PLC is 

necessary. As a default the start value of the counter will be assigned to be zero. With other 

words the actual counter value and so the knowledge of the position in the rotation axis is 

lost. If the position of the drive is unknown, it is not possible to generate a rotation without 

the chances of causing damage to the mechanical structure or the drive itself (see 6.3.2). 

Consequently the loss of the position value must be avoided. This issue is treated by storing 

the actual counter value continuously within the retentive memory of the CPU each cycle. In 

case of a restart a trigger flag is set within OB100. If this trigger flag is set, the last stored 

counter value is loaded from the CPU retain memory into the counter module memory, within 

the first executed main (OB1) cycle. Due to the fact that the last stored value might differ 

within a small range from the actual position the drive has to be moved until it passes the 

zero reference mark to avoid errors in the rotation angle measurement. 

 

8.3.3 Applicability of the magnetic scale sensor 

During the planning process this sensor was favored over the use of an inclinometer as often 

used in many PTC plants. Using a magnetic scale sensor a better accuracy can be achieved 

(see 8.3.6). Due to the poor accessibility of the rotation axis, the use of an absolute rotary 

encoder requires a rather big mechanical effort. 

 

The main application of magnetic scales is the measurement of linear positions. Even so, it 

is also possible to measure an angle by attaching the measuring strip on a cylindrical sur-

face. For an angular measurement the manufacturer datasheet recommends to glue the 

magnetic tape on a surface with a minimum radius of 100 mm. In our case the radius is only 

about 80 mm. Upon request, the manufacturer stated a possible damage to the magnetic 

strip, if the recommended minimum radius is undercut. Nonetheless, experiments showed 

that the function of the magnetic scale sensor is not affected using a radius of about 80 mm. 

Additionally long term experience of the PSA instrumentation department verifies an impec-

cable function of the ASM POSIMAG magnetic scale, even with a bending radius of less 

than 80 mm. Figure 37 displays the magnetic scale sensor on the CAD model. Figure 38 

shows a photo of a magnetic scale sensor mounted at a PTC application at the PSA. 

 

  

Figure 37: Magnetic scale sensor in CAD 

model 

 

Figure 38: Magnetic scale sensor at PSA 
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8.3.4 Estimation of rotation angle measurement system tolerance  

To get a feeling of the accuracy of the rotational position measurement system its tolerance 

is estimated. Initially it has to be distinguished between systematic deviations that can be 

corrected and such which cannot.  

The fact that the circumference of the axis, on which the magnetic stripe is glued on, is ex-

pected to slightly differ from the initially assumed value, leads to an expected deviation. Also 

it is considered impossible to glue the magnetic strip in such a way that the reference mark 

is positioned exactly at the 0° position. Furthermore the reference mark itself has a tolerance 

of ± 1 mm. But all this errors fall in the category of correctable errors. 

After the mounting is finished, a photogrammetry has to be performed to verify a correct axis 

alignment. With the photogrammetry results, correction factors will be determined to update 

the program code. Therefore the first kind of errors can be neglected for the treatment of the 

measurement system tolerance. 

 

Not all deviations or tolerances of the second type are given but with a worst case calcula-

tion of the influence of the ones that are given, an estimation of the resulting tolerance of the 

rotation angle measurement system can be made. The repeat precision and linearity of the 

“POSIMAG magnetic scale sensor” are given in its datasheet. The precision is ± 1 digit, the 

linearity 15 µm ± 40 µm/m (both for the sensor with mag. scale PMIB3). Assuming a circum-

ference of 500 mm a worst case estimation leads to a measurement system tolerance of:  

±(0.018° + 0.004 % of the measured value) ,(derivation in 14.9.1).  

 

8.3.5 Magnetic scale function test 

To verify a correct integration and function of the magnetic scale position sensor a brief func-

tion test was performed. Therefor the magnetic scale was put on a tube with a circumference 

of 50 cm. The value of the variable "ZQ-ROT-01-actual-angle" was checked online at differ-

ent angles whereby a triangle served as reference. The result is shown in Table 7. 

 

Table 7: Magnetic scale function test 

Magnetic scale sensor function test Value Status 

Date:  

      October 06th 2016 

 

Variable: 

     "ZQ-ROT-01-actual-angle" 

-220° OK 

-180° OK 

-90° OK 

0° OK 

+45° OK 

+100° OK 

 

8.3.6 Comparison with inclinometer (in respect to drive pylon damage) 

In power plant applications, the rotation angle is often measured by an inclinometer. These 

inclinometers commonly provide an accuracy of about ± 0.1° [21] [22] [23]. 
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With this accuracy a save motion without drive pylon damage trough imprecise motion con-

trol is achieved. As shown in 8.3.4, the angle measurement system of the test rig provides a 

better accuracy. By this it can be assumed the positioning and measurement of the angles 

are accurate enough to avoid a drive pylon damage trough uncertainty of the rotation angle 

measurement. 

 

9 PLC Programming 

9.1 Naming convention of variables and signal list 

The variables are named taking into account the PSA instrumentation nomenclature.  

A copy of the PSA instrumentation nomenclature is shown under Appendix 15.11 

The first two to three letters indicate the functionality and type of the variable. These letters 

are followed by the area abbreviation consisting of two to three letters with the following 

meanings: HFT circuit (HTF), kinematics unit (CI), translational motion (TRA), rotational mo-

tion (ROT) and motion control (MOT). The subsequent number ensures a clear identification 

of each single variable. The letter “W” shows that the variable processes an external wired 

signal. Input variables which are coming from an external signal and are transmitted via the 

OPC server are indicated by the letter O. The definition and assignment of variable names 

also called “tags” of the PLC in- and outputs is represented in the signal list suffixed in Ap-

pendix 14.12. The signal list was created by various authors. During the PLC configuration 

and programming process some inconsistences were noticed. Most discrepancies were cor-

rected but a certain inconsistency remains. 

 

9.2 Programing Language 

Due to the environment the most of the PLC program is written in Ladder Diagram (LAD / 

LD). It is the preferred language of the Ciemat PSA instrumentation department. By using 

this language the program code can be modified easily by the on-site engineers later on. 

This is especially important for the program maintenance and further development. A disad-

vantage of LD is its rather unclear layout especially for people without experience in reading 

electric circuit diagrams and electric logic combination controls. Using functional blocks from 

the Functional Block Diagram (FBD) language a better clarity is achieved. 

For implementation of technology hardware and some user specified functions the language 

Statement List (STL) is used. STL offers instructions which are not available in other lan-

guages. Furthermore it allows quicker code writing. STL corresponds to the Instruction List 

(IL) language defined in the IEC 61131-3 specification. 

 

10 Implemented functions 

In order to allow various motions of the test rig different functions were implemented. These 

functions are described in the SCADA outline. By the SCADA outline the control tasks are 

assigned to the responsible SCADA system elements. In the following an extract of the 

SCADA outline is given. This extract describes the operations of the kinematics unit and 

therefore the motion control.  
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10.1 Description of functions by an extract of the SCADA outline 

In the present outline the divisions and assignments of main areas and tasks are represent-

ed in the following scheme: 

Main Area [responsible subsystem] 
Description and general information 

Interface 
Outputs and inputs <- [responsible subsystem] 

Variables – tag 

Description, information 

 

Task Level 1 [responsible subsystem] 

Description and general information 
Interface 
Outputs and inputs <- [responsible subsystem] 

Variables – tag 
Description, information 

Task Level 2 [responsible subsystem]… 

… 

Task Level 3 [responsible subsystem]… 

… 
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10.1.1 Extract of SCADA outline 

Operate Kinematics Unit [PLC&LV] 
This section treats the operation of the Kinematics unit and therefore the motion control. 

 

Enable Kinematics Unit [PLC] 

By calling the function “Enable Kinematics Unit [FC28]” the equipment related to the kine-

matics unit is activated. By these means of action, the mains of the hydraulic oil cooler 

pump, the servo controller and the VFD as well as the corresponding power enable ports are 

activated. It is called during the (re-)start of the PLC system. 
Variables: 

Mains Hyd. oil cooler pump – “EY-CI-10-W” 

Mains servo controller (6SC1) - "EY-CI-12-W" 

Mains VFD (7FC1) - "EY-CI-13-W” 

Power stages enable – "Enable-motion" [FC20] 

 

Enable motion [PLC] 

The function enables the power stages (ENPO) of the VFD (7FC1) and the servo controller 

(6SC1) to operate. 

It is called within the “Enable Kinematics Unit” function but also on external request. This is 

necessary to restart motions after a critical incident. 

Implemented in: motion-control [FC21], Network: ENPO – motion. 
Variables: 

ENOP servo controller (6SC1) - "YY-CI-05-W" 

ENPO VFD (7FC1) - "YY-CI-07-W" 

 
Interface 
Input: <- [LV] 

Variables: 

Activate power stages - "DB_motion-control"."EK-MOT-01-O-
enpo" 

Manual Mode 

The manual mode allows a manual control of the kinematics unit by the user. Therefore it 

provides various functions which are organized within the PLC Motion-control function 

[FC21]. The function Motion-control [FC21] coordinates the motion control and is called fre-

quently by the organization block “Main” [OB1]. Within this block the status of the Boolean 

variables which can be set by LV via the OPC server, are queried. If a variable is set, the 

corresponding functions are called. Another task is to identify and process inconsistent ex-

ternal motions commands coming from LV. For this task the internal temporary variables 

“count_calls_rotation” and “count_calls_translation” count the respective function calls during 

one motion-control cycle, the value should not exceed 1 otherwise inconsistent instructions 

were given. Such an incident is indicated by the variables: "Y-TRA-01_inconsistent instruc-

tions" and "Y-ROT-01_inconsistent instructions". The organization of external requests and 

the testing of their consistence are treated within one function to achieve a clear arrange-

ment. 
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Stop Motion [PLC]  

This function provides the option to stop the motion via the user interface during the manual 

operation. When the function is called the pumps and valves will be deactivated. There also 

exists an additional, independent hardware emergency stop, activated by emergency stop 

switches. Furthermore it resets external motion requests. 

Implemented by: motion-control [FC21], Network: Stop-motion.  
Interface  
Input: <- [LV] 

Variables: 

Stop motion –"DB_motion-control"."ZYK-MOT-01-O-stop-
motion" 

Manual Mode rotational Motion 

General feedback from PLC to LV. The outputted values are stored in global variables and 

processed within various functions. They contain information which is of interest for various 

motion functions. 
Interface 
Output: [PLC] -> 

Variables: 

Actual angle – “ZQ-ROT-01-actual-angle” 

Rotation stopped – critical -"ZY-ROT-09-stopped-critical" 

Set when rotation was stopped by the PLC because of a critical incident 

Virtual limit reached positive - "ZY-ROT-01-0-HL-reached" 

(Software)  

Virtual limit reached negative - "ZY-ROT-02-O-LL-reached" 

(Software)  

Limit switch reached positive – “ZS-CI-02-HL” 

(Hardware) blocks positive rotation [FC10] [PLC] 

Limit switch reached negative – “ZS-CI-01-LL” 

(Hardware) blocks negative rotation [FC12] [PLC] 

Rotate [PLC] 

The drive rotates in either negative or positive direction until the end position is reached or 

the motion is stopped by the user. 

Implemented by: motion-control [FC21], Networks: start positive rotation – external request, 

start negative rotation – external request, stop rotation – external request. 
Interface 
Input: <- [LV] 

Variables: 

Speed – “DB_A-Output”.AO_Module_16.AO_CH2.”SC-CI-03-W” 

(As % of motor speed) 

Start positive direction - "DB_motion-
control".Rotation."ZK-ROT-01-O-start-pos" 

Start negative direction - "DB_motion-
control".Rotation."ZK-ROT-02-O-start-neg" 

Stop - "DB_motion-control".Rotation."ZYK-ROT-01-stop" 
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Rotate to Position X [PLC] 

The drive rotates until it reaches the designated position X. 

Implemented by: motion-control [F21], Network: rotate to position X. 
Interface 
Input <- [LV] 

Angle X - "DB_motion-control".Rotation."ZK-ROT-03-O-sp-
angle-X" 

Speed – “DB_A-Output”.AO_Module_16.AO_CH2.”SC-HFT-03-W” 

(As % of motor speed) 

Start - "DB_motion-control".Rotation."ZK-ROT-04-O-start-
rotate-to-X” 

Output: [PLC] -> 

Position X reached – “ZY-ROT-04-position-reached” 

Rotation Step [PLC] 

The drive will do one step of 0.25 ° (defined in "DB_motion-control".Rotation."ZU-ROT-02-

stepwidth"). Unlike to the other motion functions, the hydraulic valves continue in their posi-

tion after the complete execution of a step. This is necessary to facilitate the execution of 

more steps in less time. If the desired step width is reached, has to be investigated during 

the commissioning of the motion control and the kinematics unit. Later, when the testing pro-

cedures are defined, this function can be modified and enhanced. 

Implemented by: motion-control [F21], Network: Rotate-step 
Interface 
Input: <- [LV] 

Do Step positive - "DB_motion-control".Rotation."ZK-ROT-
05-O-step-pos" 

Do Step negative - "DB_motion-control".Rotation."ZK-ROT-
06-O-step-neg" 

Output: [PLC] -> 

Step executed – “ZY-ROT-05-step-executed” 

Debug Mode Rotation [PLC] 

The debug mode enables a single and independent cylinder movement. This function 

should be used only under the highest awareness. By moving one cylinder against 

the other the mechanical structure or the cylinders themselves might be damaged. 

Therefore it must be ensured that a mal-function or crash of either the LV- or OPC-

system does not lead to an unstoppable cylinder movement. It was decided that the 

stop of the cylinder movement in case of a crash or mal-function will be task of the 

LV-system or the OPC server. 
Implemented by: motion-control [F21], Network: Debug-rotation 

Interface 
Input: <- [LV] 

Debug mode enable - "DB_motion-control".Rotation."ZK-ROT-
07-O-debug-mode-enable" 

Extend cylinder rot.west - "DB_motion-
control".Rotation."Debug-mode-rotation"."ZK-DEB-01-O-
exte-rot.west" 
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Retract cylinder rot.west - "DB_motion-
control".Rotation."Debug-mode-rotation"."ZK-DEB-02-O-
retr-rot.west" 

Extend cylinder rot.east - "DB_motion-
control".Rotation."Debug-mode-rotation"."ZK-DEB-03-O-
exte-rot.east" 

Retract cylinder rot.east - "DB_motion-
control".Rotation."Debug-mode-rotation"."ZK-DEB-03-O-
exte-rot.east" 

Stop - "DB_motion-control".Rotation."ZYK-ROT-01-O-stop" 

Manual Mode Translational Motion [PLC] 

General feedback from PLC to LV. The outputted values are stored in global variables and 

processed within various functions. They contain information which might be changed as a 

result of the execution of various motion functions. 
Interface 
Output: [PLC] -> 

Actual angle – “ZQ-TRA-01-actual-angle” 

Virtual limit reached positive – “ZY-TRA01-HL-reached” 
(Software) 

Virtual limit reached negative – “ZY-TRA-02-LL-reached” 
(Software)  

Limit switch reached positive - “ZS-CI-05-HL” 

(Hardware) blocks positive translation [FC24] 

Limit switch reached negative - “ZS-CI-04-LL” 

(Hardware) blocks negative translation [FC26] 

Translational Motion [PLC] 

When started, the translation drive moves in either negative or positive direction until the end 

position is reached or the motion is stopped by the user. 

Implemented by: motion-control [FC21], Networks: “start positive translation - external re-

quest”, “start negative translation - external request”. 
Interface 
Input: <- [LV] 

Speed - "DB_A-outputs".AO_Module_16.AO_CH1."SC-CI-02-W" 
(As % of motor speed) 

Start positive direction - "DB_motion-
control".Translation."ZK-TRA-02-O-start-pos" 

Start negative direction - "DB_motion-
control".Translation."ZK-TRA-03-O-start-neg" 

Stop - "DB_motion-control".Translation."ZYK-TRA-01-O-
stop" 

Translational Motion to Position X 

The translation drive moves linear until it reaches the entered position X. 

Implemented by: motion-control [FC21], Network: Translational-motion-to-position 
Interface 
Input: <- [LV] 
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Angle - "DB_motion-control".Rotation."ZK-ROT-03-sp-angle-
X" 

Speed - "DB_A-outputs".AO_Module_16.AO_CH1."SC-CI-02-W" 

As percentage of motor velocity 

Start - "DB_motion-control".Translation."ZK-TRA-05-O-
start-motion-to-X" 

 
Output: [PLC] -> 

Position reached - "ZY-ROT-04-position-reached" 

Automatic Mode [LV]?, [PLC]? 

The automatic mode has to be developed after the testing procedures were defined and a 

good understanding of the system was gained. It might be considered to design the automat-

ic mode mainly in LV whereby use of the existing PLC functions can be made. 

 

11 System dynamics 

The precession of positioning is not only limited by the accuracy of the position measure-

ment but also by the change of position during one program cycle and the overall dynamic of 

the system.  

The overall dynamic of the system depends on various factors. Some of these factors such 

as the reaction time of the PLC and the servo controller can be estimated. Other factors like 

the influence of the mass inertia of the system or the inertia of the hydraulic control system 

are unknown. To do an estimation on the overall dynamics of the system, data of all contrib-

uting parts is needed but the data and the dynamic behavior of many system components is 

not available. So the overall dynamics will be inspected by experiments once the mechanical 

constructions of the test rig is finished and basic functions, to generate a motion, are imple-

mented. 

 

11.1 Inspection of cycle time in respect to motion control 

As further discussed under 3.2 a real-time system is defined by its guaranteed maximum 

cycle time. Many motion control systems need a short cycle time and therefore require es-

pecially high performance CPUs. These short cycle times are amongst other things neces-

sary to achieve an accurate positioning. 

In the following is explained why the cycle time has an impact on the positioning process: 

The drive moves continuously with a certain velocity and the resulting positioning data is 

processed within a given time. At the time the processing is performed and the correspond-

ing commands are generated as an output by the PLC, the drive won´t be in the same posi-

tion as it was when the position values were determined. In other words, the cycle time con-

tributes to a delay between the occurrence of an event and the corresponding reactions tak-

en due to the event. In case of driving the drive to a desired position (set point) the result is 

an overshoot. This means that the actual position will not be the desired position but a posi-

tion beyond this set point. 

In the present application it is important to know the absolute position of the rotational mo-

tion, in order to act correctly when the so-called critical angles are reached. These critical 
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angles require a corresponding valve actuation depending on the angle area in which the 

motion is executed. This process is described in detail in 6.3.2. 

Due to the geometry of the drive pylon the change in cylinder length is rather low within the 

nearby area of these angles. These can also be seen in the diagrams displayed in Figure 29 

and Figure 30 in chapter 6.3.2. The curves show a relative small slope around the critical 

angles. This circumstance allows a rather coarse motion control without damaging the drive 

pylon.  

 

11.2 Introduction of a tolerance band 

The above mentioned delay does not only have an influence on the accuracy of the absolute 

positioning but can also provoke oscillations. Due to the time needed to process the data, 

the drive will stop at a final position beyond the set point. If the system wants to compensate 

this overshoot, it will send the drive in the opposite direction. But here again an overshoot 

will occur. The result will be a continuous back and forth motion. 

To prevent such a back and forth motion and therefore the oscillation of the system a toler-

ance band is introduced in the program. By the implementation of a tolerance band a certain 

deviation of the actual position value is allowed. If the actual position value is within the tol-

erance band no further motion will be executed. 

 

11.3 System dynamics and rotational motion 

The angle  (maximum change of the rotation angle  within one program cycle of the ref-

erence system) contributes directly to the uncertainty of positioning and must be taken into 

account while defining the position tolerance band. 

As a first approach a tolerance band of ± 0.1° was chosen for the rotation angle. This value 

was chosen in orientation on an existing reference system. The applicability of this value has 

to be investigated through an experimental approach. 

 

11.3.1 Comparison with existing system 

To gain an understanding on the influence of the program cycle time on the positioning, a 

comparison with a motion control of an existing PTC is executed in the following. 

As described under 1.2.1 there are different sun tracking methods. If the sun is followed by 

an algorithm, it is important to be able to achieve a sufficient accurate positioning. This is 

required to keep the HCE within the focus and obtain a good efficiency. On the PSA various 

systems are operating in such a way, whereby the motion control is realized by micro con-

trollers. To estimate the needed cycle time of the present CPU the test rig is compared with 

an existing system and values resulting from the PSA instrumentation department experi-

ence. These values aren´t documented but only provided verbally or reconstructed from pro-

gram code of existing systems. 
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Rotational motion 
 

Reference 

(existing system or values based on experience) 

 

Test rig 
 

Angular velocity  

 

𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 0.6 °/𝑠 

 

Angular velocity of rotational motion 

 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑖𝑔: 

 

 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑖𝑔 = 2 ∙  
210°

5 ∙ 60 𝑠
= 1.4 ° /𝑠 

 

The test rig is designed to drive twice 

through the whole angle range (210°) (one 

cycle) in 5 min. This leads to an angular ve-

locity of 1.4° /s 
 

Cycle time T 

 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓  =  
1 𝑠

8
= 125 𝑚𝑠 

 

Eight positioning program cycles per second 

 

𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑖𝑔  =  


𝑟𝑒𝑓

 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑖𝑔
 =  

0.075°

1.4 °/𝑠 
=  53.6 𝑚𝑠 

 

To achieve the same  as in the reference 

system a cycle time of 𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔  ≤  0.0536 𝑚𝑠 

is needed. 
 

Maximum change of the rotation angle  within one program cycle   

Maximum change of the rotation angle  

within one program cycle of the reference 

system 
𝑟𝑒𝑓

 : 


𝑟𝑒𝑓

 =  𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓  ∙ 𝑟𝑒𝑓  = 125 𝑚𝑠 ∙
0.6°

𝑠
= 0.075° 

 

 

Not yet know 

 

Resolution of rotation angle measurement 𝑹 

 

1 bit ≙ 0.036° 

𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 0.036°  

 

 

𝑅 =  
𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡 ∙360°

𝑐
=  

5 µ𝑚∙360°   

500 𝑚𝑚
= 0.0036°  

 

 

Tolerance band 

 

Tolerance: ± 0.1° 

 

 

For a first approach chosen to be ± 0.1  

Tracking 

Algorithm, each 3 s none 
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The reference system moves with angular velocity of about ref = 0.6 °/s, the position value 

is processed eight times per second. This leads to a maximum change of the rotation angle 

 within one program cycle of 
𝑟𝑒𝑓

= 0.075°. The test rig is designed to drive twice through 

whole angle range (210°) in 5 minutes. This leads to an angular velocity of 1.4 °/s 

In order to achieve the same  with the test rig (
test rig

= 
ref

), a cycle time of 

𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑖𝑔  ≤  0.0536 𝑚𝑠 is needed. 

 

11.4 System dynamics and translational motion 

The test rig was designed to drive, in the translational axis, through a range of 45° within 15 

seconds. This leads to an angular velocity   = 3°/𝑠 : 

 =  
45°

15 𝑠
= 3°/𝑠 

If a maximum cycle time of 53.6 ms, as derived in 11.3.1, is assumed an angular velocity of 

 = 3°/𝑠 would lead to a maximum change of the translation angle  within one program 

cycle   = 0.16° : 

 =  𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑  ∙   = 53.6 𝑚𝑠 ∙
3°

𝑠
= 0.16° 

Under the consideration of  for the positioning in the translation axis a tolerance band of ± 

0.2° was chosen as a first approach. In the case that a higher precision is needed the toler-

ance band could be narrowed by slowing down the translational motion. This can be done by 

the VFD driving the hydraulic pump.  

 

11.5 Actual cycle time and possible improvements 

It is yet not known, if this cycle time will be achieved with the present hard- and software. 

Neither it´s known to which extend the cycle time influences the dynamic of the system and 

therefore the possibility to reach the desired step width of 0.25°. 

To gain a better knowledge on the performance, the behavior and the impact of the individu-

al components tests and investigations will be done after the mechanical constructions are 

finished. 

In the PLC configurations, the maximum cycle time can be set. If this cycle time is exceeded 

the CPU will go into the STOP mode. This is a necessary measure to fulfill the specifications 

for a real-time system. The default value for the maximum cycle time is 150 ms, this value 

can be adjusted between 1 ms and 6 s. In case that the resulting cycle time is to high differ-

ent measures can be taken: 

a.) It may be possible to reduce the cycle time by a redesign of the program code, in 

such a manner that less computing performance is needed. 

b.) The hardware could be replaced by hardware with better computing power. 

c.) Since not all processes require the same cycle time the program could be written in 

such a way that the time critical motion control process is called with a higher fre-

quency than the remaining code. This can be realized by a periodic timer interrupt. 

d.) The motion control can be outsourced to a certain extend. So, the servo controller 

could regulate the step width. To realize such a control the behavior of the complete 

system must be well known since there is no direct feedback of the actual position or 
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step width to the servo controller. But if the relation of rotational motion in respect to 

motion of the servo motor is known, an open loop control within limits can be a think-

able solution. 
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12 Summary of motion control parameters and specifi-

cations 

In Table 8 the most significant parameters of the test rig motion are displayed. In the column 

“as planned” the values used during the planning process are shown. Some of these values 

were not actively considered during the planning process in this case the values resulting 

straight forward from the design are displayed. During the construction process deviations 

from the planned parameters to the actual parameters as they will be achieved by the test rig 

were noticed. These values are represented in column “as build”. To be able to relate these 

parameters, typical values of real world applications are shown in the column “Compare to”. 

Table 8: Summary of motion control parameters and specifications 

Variable Unit 
Test rig 

Compare to Source / comment 
as planned as built 

Rotation angle  

Tolerance of 

measurement 

system 

 
±(0.0108°

+ 0.004 %𝑚.𝑣.)  
 ± 0.1° 

m.v. = of the measured value 
See App. 14.9.1 

Full range ° [-120,90]  [-124,91] SF, see App. 14.6  

Day cycle 

range 
° [-120,90]  [-124,91] SF, see App14.6.  

Stow position ° -120  -124 SF, see App. 14.6  

End position ° 90  91 SF, see App. 14.6  

Rotational motion 

Max. speed °/s 1.4  0.6 See 11.3.1 

Step interval s   20-40; max 3 See 11.3.1; [8] 

Step size ° ≤ 0.25   See 3 

Positioning 

precision 
° ± 0.1

2 
 ± 0.1 

First approach; 

See 11.2 

Translation angle  

Tolerance of 

measurement 

system 

° ± 1 ± 0.011 not measured See App.14.7.2 

Full range ° [0,45] [-19,28]
1
  

calculations based on geometry as 

planned 

Day cycle 

range 
°  [-5.65,17]

1
 [-3,17] SF, calc. based on App. 14.6  

Translational motion 

Cylinder 

speed 
m/s 0.03    

Cylinder stroke (requirement sheet) 

See 3 

Angular ve-

locity 
°/s 3   

45° in 15 s 

See 6.3.1 

Positioning 

precision 
° ± 0.2

2 
 none 

First approach; 

See 11.411.2 
1 
Range possibly smaller due to mechanical obstacles. 

2
 Tolerance of measurement system excluded.
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13 Summary and outlook 

The aim of this bachelor thesis was to develop a motion control system for an already de-

signed test rig which analyzed rotation and expansion performing assemblies in parabolic 

trough collector power plant applications. To gain an understanding of the general context, a 

brief summary of PTC and especially REPA technologies was first displayed. This was con-

tinued by presenting the motivation for an REPA test rig, and an overview of its design was 

given. It was explained how the motion control system will be embedded in the SCADA sys-

tem. Hence the SCADA system and its components were discussed. Since a real-time sys-

tem is needed, in order to prevent damaging the test rig, a PLC (SIMATIC S7-300 manufac-

turer Siemens) was selected as the base for the motion control system. 

After defining the test rig motions in more detail and by overtaking information from previous 

investigations, the requirements of the REPA test rig motions were clarified and presented 

subsequently. Thus, it was displayed how the translational motion will be implemented with 

the help of two hydraulic cylinders, whereby the hydraulic oil pressure will be generated by a 

pump driven by a VFD. The direction and the start as well as the stop of the motion will be 

controlled by the actuation of hydraulic valves. An absolute rotary encoder was elected to 

measure the translation angle. Although the rotational motion follows the same principals, it 

will require the two cylinders moving separately. By a geometrical calculation the need for 

two switching points (CA2 and CA3), in order to generate a rotational motion was found. To 

achieve the requirement of steps ≤ 0.25° in the rotational axis, the corresponding hydraulic 

pump will be driven by a servo motor and it was decided to measure the rotation angle by a 

magnetic scale sensor. 

After the framework was built, functions enabling motions in the translation- and rotation ax-

is, as well as the positioning at a set point, were programmed. Moreover a function to exe-

cute 0.25° steps in the rotation axis was provided. Hereby, the motion is controlled directly 

via the servomotor, while the hydraulic valves remain most of the time in their position. This 

is a key point to facilitate a fast execution of these small steps. 

During the discussion of the system dynamics it was shown how the PLC CPU cycle time 

affects the motion control. Furthermore it was described why it influences the positioning. If 

the cycle time will be small enough, is not yet know. Hence, possible improvements and al-

ternative solutions are presented and an overview of the motion control parameters and 

specifications is given above (see, 12). 

Within the scope of the bachelor thesis, the design of the motion control system was devel-

oped and its components were specified. However, only tests on single elements but not on 

the entire system were performed. The construction of the REPA test rig was not finished 

when this thesis was presented. Experience showed that the mechanical construction and 

the commissioning process are accompanied by continuous changes, improvements as well 

as adaptions. Since the presented test rig is a prototype, many factors and its behavior can 

only be predicted but remain unproven or uncertain until tests are performed. Thus an ex-

tensive testing and commissioning process including further corrections and improvements 

will be carried out subsequent to this thesis. According to the current time table the test rig 

will be operating and ready to execute measurement campaigns as of 2017. 
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14 Appendix 
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14.1 Photos of REPA test rig 

14.1.1 Photo of kinematics unit showing REPA 

 
Photo of REPA test rig showing Kinematics unit 
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14.1.2 Photo of kinematics unit 

 
 

14.1.3 Photo of HTF circuit 
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14.2 Hydraulic unit circuit diagram 
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14.3 Photo of hydraulic control unit 
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14.4 Technical drawing cylinder rotation 
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14.5 Drive pylon 
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14.5.1 Drive pylon lever 
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14.5.2 Photo of drive pylon (lower part) 
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14.5.3 Photo of translation cylinder 
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14.6 Dimensions of RFHA, manufacturer Senior Flexonics (SF) 
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14.7 Absolute rotary encoder 

14.7.1 Datasheet absolute rotary encoder  
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14.7.2 Absolute rotary encoder measurement tolerance 

 

Manufacturer: INDUcoder 

Type: EAM58PB 

 

The absolute rotary encoder is used to measure the translation angle theta ( ). 

 

Resolution rotary encoder: 𝑅  

 

𝑅 =
360°

216 𝐵𝑖𝑡
= 0.00549 … ° 

 

Tolerance of the rotary encoder: 𝑢 

 

𝑢 ≙ ± 2 LSB (from Datasheet, see 14.7.1) 

𝑢 =  ± 2 ∙ 𝑅 

𝑢 =  ± 0.011° 
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14.8 Inductive limit switch 

14.8.1 Inductive limit switch datasheet 
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14.9 Magnetic scale position sensor 

 

14.9.1 Magnetic scale position sensor measurement system tolerance 

 

Circumference: c = 500 mm 

 

Resolution of PMIS3 POSIMAG (with ext. times 4 counting mode) 𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡 : 

 

𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡 =  5 µ𝑚   ;     1 𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡 ≙ 5 µ𝑚 

 

Resolution in of rotation angle 𝑅 : 

 

𝑅 =  
𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡 ∙360°

𝑐
=  

5 µ𝑚∙360°   

500 𝑚𝑚
= 0.0036°  

 

Tolerance based on linearity sensor with mag. scale PMIB3 𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 :  

 

𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 ≙ ± 15 µm ±  40 µm/m (see 14.9.2) 

 

𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 =
15 µm ± 40 µm/m

𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡 
 ∙ 𝑅 =  ± 0.0108° ± 0.004 % of the measured value  

 

Tolerance based on repeat precision of sensor with mag. scale PMIB3 𝑢𝑝 : 

𝑢𝑝 ≙  ± 1 𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡  (see 14.9.2) 

𝑢𝑝 =  ± 1 𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡 ∙
0.0036°

𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡
=  ± 0.0036°  

 

Worst case estimation of rotation angle measurement system tolerance 𝑢𝜑 : 

 

𝑢𝜑 =  𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛 + 𝑢𝑝  

𝑢𝜑 =  ± (0.0108° + 0.004 % of the measured value 
+  0.0036° ) 

 

𝑢𝜑 =  ± (0.014° + 0.004 % of the measured value) 
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14.9.2 Magnetic scale position sensor datasheet 

Selected pages of the PMIS3 POSIMAG Magnetic Scale Position Sensor
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14.10 Technical data S7 FM-350 counter module 
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14.11 PSA tag nomenclature 
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14.12 Signal list 

In the following an extract of the signal list is presented. Some cells are hidden to allow a 

readable presentation in the A4 format 
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14.13 Example of inclinometer  

 

Figure 39: Inclinometer [24] 

 

 

 Inclination Range: ±80° (2D) or 360° (1D) 

 Accuracy: 0.1° and Resolution: 0.01° 

 Analog, CANopen, J1939, RS232, DeviceNet, SSI 

 Operating Temperature: -40°C to +85°C 

 Protection Class up to IP69K 

[24] 
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14.14 Circuit diagram 
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